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Abstract

The number of Japanese traditional dancers has been de-
creasing. Without performers, some dances will be disap-
peared, because they can not be recorded by conventional
media, such as paper. We have proposed an archiving method
specifically for dancing pattern. Our method has four main
stages: 1. Digitizing motions by motion capture systems, 2.
Analyzing motions, 3. Synthesizing motions, 4. Reproducing
the dance motions by CG and humanoid robots. In order to ef-
fectively record the moving patterns, motion primitives are ex-
tracted. Each motion primitive describes each basic motion.
However, most previous primitive extraction fails to provide
the rhythm which results in unrhythmic synthesized motion. In
this paper, we propose a new motion analysis method, which
integrates music rhythm into the motion primitives. Our ex-
periment confirmed that our motion analysis yielded the mo-
tion primitives in accordance to the music rhythm.

1 Introduction

Japanese traditional dances are personally taught from one
person to another person. Due to the decreasing number of
dancers, many of them will be soon disappeared. In order to
conserve the traditional dances, we have developed a digital
archiving method specifically for dancing pattern as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Project Overview

A motion capture system is one of the most effective meth-
ods for digitizing human motions, and commonly used to gen-
erate human motions in computer graphics. The system pro-
vides only the low-level information(motion). Increasing the
the number of data is used to cope with the lack of high-level
information(E.g. moving rhythm). Further information is in-
terpolated from the data. Interpolation can be done by “mo-
tion graph”[1][5][6], filter banks[2] etc.

Dances can be considered as the special kind of motion and
required the special kind of motion analysis. Motion beats[4]
was proposed to capture the rhythmic motion. Interfaced sys-
tem proposed in [8] made it easy to edit and synthesize the
dance motions.

Japanese traditional dances cannot be effectively analyzed
by conventional methods, because every dance moiton is rep-
resented as a sequence of “primitive motions”, whose spans
are based on a rhythm and correspond to the rhythmic pattern
underlying the motion. Motion primitive is defined as the ba-
sic motion. A complex movement can be described by the se-
quence of motion primitives. In Japanese traditional dances,
primitive motions are calledMai.

In our previously proposed method[7], motion primitives
are extracted based on the speed of hands and feet. How-
ever, the results sometimes lose the essence of a dance and
the synthesized motion is not always in tune with the music,
because some ofMai, the primitive motions, are segmented.
In this paper, music rhythm is included in our motion-analysis
method to create the motion in tune with the music.

An overall of our proposed method is presented in Section
2. We detect the music rhythm by beat tracking method([3])
in Section 3. Our segmentation method for extraction of mo-
tion primitives is described in Section 4. Our method was
then verified and compared with another method in Section 5.
The paper is concluded in Section 6.

2 Algorithm Overview

An overall of our proposed method is shown in Figure 2.
First, speed sequence of hands and center of mass is calu-
culated and candidates for segmentation are extracted from
speed sequence. Then, if there is the candidate around the
music rhythm, each speed sequence of hands and center of



mass is segmented at the music rhythm. Finally, motion se-
quence is segmented by logical operation of each result of
hands and center of mass.

Figure 2. Algorithm Overview

3 Beat Tracking Method

We adopted the beat tracking method proposed in [3],
which is used for detecting rhythm in western music.

3.1 Musical Elements for Beat Tracking

There are three kinds of musical elements for beat track-
ing:

• Onset times

• Chord Changes

• Percussion Patterns

Experiments in [3] showed that the three musical elements
were suitable for western music, such as pop, rock, etc. How-
ever, Japanese dance music is different to western music in
both chord and rhythm. In this section, we first evaluate and
select musical elements appropriated to Japanese music. Then
we describe the extracting formulation and the processing of
the desired musical element.

3.1.1 Onset times

One of the good candidates for beat tracking agent is on-
set times(rise time). In Japanese dance music, there are few
rhythm changes, such asrit. , accel., etc. Therefore, onset
times is very effective for beat tracking.

3.1.2 Chord Changes

The frequency characteristic of chord in western music is dif-
ferent from that in eastern music. In addition, Japanese dance
music hardly changes chord. Therefore, this musical element
is not efficient for tracking beat in Japanese music.

3.1.3 Percussion Patterns

The percussion pattern is extracted based on the spectrum pat-
tern of percussion instruments(E.g. drum, etc.). However,
percussion instruments are not necessary in Japanese dance
music. Furthermore, [3] recognized percussion patterns from
bass drums and snare drums. Both are not used in Japanese
dance music. Hence, this musical element is not important in
Japanese dance music.

From the above evaluation, we conclude that the rhythm
in Japanese dance music can be effectively extracted by onset
times. The other two musical elements are unnecessary.

3.2 Onset Component Extraction

When a sound is produced, the spectral power correspond-
ing to the frequency of that sound will increase. Each onset
component is extracted as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Onset Component Extraction: Calcu-
lating how much power increases from "Pre-
vPow"

The magnitude of increasing spectral powerd(t, f) at time
t for frequencyf is defined as:

d(t, f) =





max(p(t, f), p(t + 1, f))− PrevPow
(min(p(t, f), p(t + 1, f)) ≥ PrevPow),

0 (otherwise),
(1)

where

PrevPow = max(p(t, f−1), p(t−1, f), p(t−1, f+1)), (2)

andp(t, f) is the spectral power at timet and frequencyf .
PrevPow considers the spectral power betweenf − 1, f

andf + 1 at timet− 1. Therefore, an error onset time is not
picked up when the musical frequency is deviated by noise,
players’ skill, etc.

Next, at the frequency bands a user selected, beat tracking
system calculatesD(t) defined as follows:

D(t) =
∑

ChosenFreqBands

d(t, f), (3)

Frequency range is divided into 7 bands(0-125Hz, 125-
250Hz, 250-500Hz, 500-1000Hz, 1k-2kHz, 2k-4kHz and
more than 4kHz). Each band corresponds to one octave as
sensed by human.
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3.3 Estimation of Beat Start and Beat Interval

In this section, we describe how we estimate beat start and
beat interval.

First, auto-correlation function(Φ(τ)) of D(t) is calcu-
lated. Auto-correlation function indicates the orthogonality
of D(t) andD(t + τ) and is defined as follows:

Φ(τ) =
1
N

N∑
t=1

D(t)D(t + τ), (4)

where N is the number of the data.
In Φ(τ), if a peak appear atτmax, D(t) is very similar to

D(t + τmax). And, τmax is a beat interval(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Beat-interval Estimation

Beat start time(tst) is calculated from beat intervalτmax as
follows:

tst = arg max
tst

M∑

i=0

D(ti), (5)

where ti = tst + i ∗ τmax (0 ≤ i ≤ M). (6)

4 Motion Analysis Considering Music Rhythm

We hypothesize that the sequence of human motion con-
sists of motion elements which we define as ”primitive mo-
tions.” The primitive motions are the set of basic motions and
this concept has a great advantage for human motions pro-
cessing(archive, edit, etc).

Japanese traditional dance is the sequence of short
dance(”Mai” ). This short dance is used as the primitive mo-
tion in Japanese traditional dance. In between the short dance,
dancers stop moving. So it is possible to extract the primitive
motion(short dance) based on the stop point. The stop point
often appears at music rhythm which can be detected by on-
set components, because the spans of the primitive motions
are based on the music rhythm and correspond to the rhyth-
mic pattern underlying the motion.

The overall analysis method for human dance motions is
presented in this section.

4.1 Motion Elements for Analysis

Our analysis method is based on the speed of a performer’s
hands and center of mass(CM). In most dances including
Japanese traditional dance, movement of hands is related with
the whole body expression. Therefore, the speed of the hands

is useful for extracting the stop motions; however, it is not
sufficient for primitive extraction as presented in the follow-
ing two cases.

• Case : The dancer loses sense of rhythm

– When a dancer missteps(according to the music
rhythm), he tends to correct his dance by length-
ening/shortening his steps. Such movements make
the detection of the stop motions loose, since the
speed of body parts are not low enough to be de-
tected as stop motion. Consequently, a stop motion
is not effectively extracted by only the speed of the
hands.

• Case : Dances are varied by the preference and the
gender of performers.

– Japanese traditional dances are taught from one
person to another persons without the proper
record. Consequently, even in the same dances, dif-
ferent dancers performs differently. While the dif-
ference among professional dancers is not visually
distinct, it has much effects on motion analysis.

In addition to the motion of the hands, our algorithm use
the motion of the body’s CM. The motion of CM represents
the motion of the whole body; thus, the effects of misstep and
individual difference are less. Primitives can then be effec-
tively extracted. The calculation of the body’s CM is derived
from Figure 5:

Figure 5. Center of Mass

Figure(a) presents where the position of the center of mass
of each body part is and Figure (b) presents the percentage of
mass of each body part.

4.2 Segmentation of Dance Motions considering
Music Rhythm

There are three steps to segment the motion sequence.

1. Speed Calculation

2. Segmentation Candidates Extraction

3. Segmentation Considering Music Rhythm
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4.2.1 Speed Calculation

The captured motion data is recorded in global coordinate
system. To calculate speed of the hands, we define the local
coordinate system as follows. The origin of the local coordi-
nate system is the middle of human waist. The three axis of
the local coordinate are shown in Figure 6.x axis is parallel
to the waist,y axis is perpendicular to the waist andz axis is
vertical. Relative motion of individual body part to the entire
body is, therefore, the motion in local coordinate system.

Figure 6. Body Center Coordinate System

On the other hand, the CM is calculated in the global co-
ordinate system.

The effect of noise is reduced by smoothing motion se-
quence with gaussian filter before extracting candidates.

4.2.2 Segmentation Candidates Extraction

After calculating speed, the systems extracts the candidates
for segmentation. The candidates are defined as the local-
minimum point which satisfies the following two condi-
tions(Figure 7):

1. Each candidate is a local minimum in speed sequence
and the local minimum is less than the minimum-speed
threshold.

2. The local maximum between two successive candidates
is larger than the maximum-speed threshold.

Figure 7. Segmentation Candidates Extraction

4.2.3 Segmentation Considering Music Rhythm

At each speed sequence, our method tests whether there
are candidates around music rhythm detected by onset
times(tbeat). If there is a candidate, it is possible that there
is a stop point aroundtbeat and the motion sequence is seg-
mented attbeat. Figure 8 illustrates the segmentation process.

In the figure, there are no segmentation candidates around
1st and 3rd music rhythm and the motion is not segmented
at these points. Because there are segmentation candidates
around 2nd and 4th music rhythm, the motions are segmented
at these points.

Figure 8. Segmentation considering Music
Rhythm

Logical operation is used to confirm whethertbeat is the
stop point. The operation checks the harmony of both hands
and the CM and is defined as:

(Result of Left Hand ∩ Result of RightHand)
∪ Result of Center of Mass.

(7)
AND operation is applied because the dancer stop moving
entirely during the stop between primitives. OR operation is
applied, so that the stop point undetected by hand motion is
compensately detected from the motion of CM.

5 Results

5.1 Experimental Data

Our proposed method was evaluated using three dance seg-
ments: male and femaleAizu-bandaisan, andJongara-bushi.
These motion data were captured by Vicon Motion Systems,
which is optical motion capturing system and records the po-
sition of 33 markers on a person. The sampling rate ofAizu-
bandaisandance andJongara-bushiwere 120 fps and 200fps,
respectively.

The music was stored in the wav format. The data size was
16 bits and the sampling rate was set at 32000Hz.

5.2 Results of Beat Tracking

To extract the onset components, frequency spectrum was
calculated by FFT. The number of samples for FFT was 1024
samples. The window function for FFT was gaussian function
which is suitable for audio signal processing and was shifted
by 256 samples.

The estimated beat interval ofAizu-bandaisan and
Jongara-bushidance music were 0.704 second(about= 85).
and 0.576 second(about= 104), respectively. In Figure 9,
the upper left window was the spectrogram and vertical lines
were the estimated rhythm. The lower left window wasD(t)
of each frequency band described. The rhythm appeared at
the onset times which was the deep gray in the spectrogram.
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Figure 9. Result - Beat Tracking of Aizu-
bandaisan

5.3 Results of Motion Segmentation considering
Music Rhythm

In all dances, we compared the result from our segmenta-
tion by the motion of the CM and the hands with the one from
other method.

5.3.1 Female Aizu-bandaisan dancer

The result of our method is shown in Figure 10. There was
only one error in the result(9th frame). On the other hand, the
segmentation based on the hand motions oversegmented the
motion. Out of the 15 detected stop point, 6 were errors. In
addition, the method failed to extract one stop point.

5.3.2 Male Aizu-bandaisan Dancer

In this dance, a male dancer mis-steped many times. During
the mis-step, he retuned his motion to the music, and could
not completely stop his motion. Our proposed method could
successfuly extracted most of the stop point, and only two
were missed(Figure 11). On the other hand, the segmentation
based on the hands motion and music without CM motions
gave a few number of false stop points as well as misdetected
stop points. These results implied that the error caused by
individual difference can be reduced by considering the CM
motions.

From our proposed segmentation, the result of female
dancer was compared to that of male dancer as shown in Fig-
ure 12. Both of the results were very similar. The similarity
implied that the proposed method overcame the difference in
motion sequence derived from the variations of dance.

5.3.3 Jongara-bushi

The result of our method is shown in Figure 13. There were
1 misdetected error and 1 undetected error in the result. On
the other hand, the segmentation based on the hand motions

failed to extract some stop points. Out of the 6 detected stop
point, there were no errors, but the method failed to extract 6
stop points.

Our segmentation by motion from the CM and the hands
gave superior results than the one by the motion of the hands
only. It indicated that our segmentation could be effectively
used for extracting motion primitives.

6 Conclusion

This paper described a new analysis method for the motion
of human dance. Our method considers music rhythm and the
motion sequence of the center of mass as well as the hands.

The previous methods consider the speed of hands and feet
or joint roration and result in that the motion sequence is di-
vided into too many segments. So the previous method is not
efficient for archiving. Proposed method considering music
rhythm makes it possible to divide the dance sequence into the
approriate segments calledMai, and most ofMai are not over-
segmented. In addition, these segments are considered music
rhythm and the synthesized motions consisting of primitive
motions will be rhythmic in CG.

Our proposed method also considers the speed of center of
mass to understand the movement of the body. The analysis
methods without considering the center of mass cannot deal
with the case that there are some variations derived from mis-
step or gender difference etc., while our proposed method can
solve these problems.

We plan to include the analysis of feet motions in our fu-
ture system. Furthermore, we also plan to add other informa-
tion besides motion into our primitives. The information will
be selected based on the further discussion with professional
dancers.
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Figure 10. Segmentation result - Aizu-bandaisan dance(female)

Figure 11. Segmentation result - Aizu-bandaisan dance(male)

Figure 12. Comparing male segments with female ones

Figure 13. Segmentation result - Jongara-bushi
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